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1. Introduction
Plasmodium yoelii,[P.yoelii], genus Plasmodium is a parasite, hosts in  insect and vertebrate host  for this parasite are mammals 

[4]. Plasmodium is a genus of Apicomplexan parasite cause malaria; more than 200 species has been recognized wherein 11 species 
infect humans, while others infect for example birds, reptiles, rodents. The chromosomes of these species vary in length from 500 kilo 
bases to 3.5 mega bases and contain a degenerated chloroplast called apicoplast [5].  P.yoelii yoelii is one of the four malaria species 
which is transmitted by “Anopheles stephensi” in the laboratory. P.yoelii yoelii have 14 chromosome ranging from size 0.6 MB to 
3.8 MB [6]. This species was described in Africa by Landau, Michel and Adam in 1968; mostly used in laboratory to study immune 
response of malaria infected mice. 

2. Material And Method
The protein sequence was retrieved from GenPept database, whose source accession number was EAA21357.1 available at NCBI 

website [7]. The retrieved protein sequence was checked for its several physical and chemical properties such as molecular weight, 
theoretical pI, instability index, aliphatic index and percentage of individual amino acid using Protparam tool from whence chemical 
structure and formula were deduced. The amino acid sequence was first  used to predict 2D structure using Hidden Markov models 
at [8], which was further analysed and N-terminal amino was checked, its 3D model prediction used 3djigsaw server [9], while three 
dimensional structure of active site was visualized in Paymol software. Based on data retrieved from 2D structure analysis, protein 
sequence was checked for its buried or exposed state in terms of hydrophobicity at [1] then protein sequence was used to check its 
several other properties such as formation of disulphide bond, solvent accessibility, effect of point mutation prediction using heatmap 
representation and  catalytic site identification. Based on hydrophobicity value, theoretical Pi, molecular weight and few other values 
protein sequence was checked for putative protein family search using Propsearch tool [10]. Catlytic site was Identified using [2], 
where given protein sequence was matched with server’s library of catalytic site, which result in  twenty six identified region which 
was then verified with catalytic site atlas at [11]. 
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3. Result and Discussion
The amino acid sequence of 274 residues of Plasmodium yoelii yoelii was retrieved from genpepet database whose accession 

number was (ACCESSION: EAA21357) available at NCBI website [13]. The retrieved protein sequence was submitted to know 
its amino acid composition at [14] figure-1 and secondary structure composition figure-2, figure-3, Figure-4 and figure-5 shows 
individual and overall hydrophobicity of given protein using Hphob./Kyte&Doolittle method. Table-1 showing propsearch result, 
where we found that protein was 94% similar with  Spindle pole body component SPC42  from organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(strain ATCC 204508 / S288c) also called Baker’s yeast. Figure-7 shows solvent accessibility which demonstrates the exposed and 
buried part of submitted protein. Figure-8 shows the PEST region detail which check for Proline, glutamic acid, serine and threonine 
series. Protein rich in PEST region have half-lives of less than two hour and are generally flanked by cluster of positively charged 
amino acid. Figure-9 shows Heatmap representation of data where individual data is graphically represented. It uses colour-coding 
to represent the values taken by a variable in a hierarchy. Figure-10 showing first five catalytic site found in protein. First four pro-
tein sequence was from same catalytic site EC number (4.01.01.0023) and catalytic site EC label as “Orotidine 5’-monophosphate 
decarboxylas” with  highest score of 0.015 while fifth catalytic site (1get-0cx) was from catalytic site EC number (1.08.01.0007) and 
catalytic site EC label  “Glutathione reductase (e.c.1.6.4.2) wild-type complexed with nadp and fa” with score of 0.011. Orotidine 
5’-monophosphate decarboxylas also known as OMP Decarboxylase enzyme which is extraordinarily efficient catalyst and best 
known for accelerating the unanalyzed reaction rate by a factor of 1017 and involved in pyrimidine biosynthesis. Fig-11 and fig-12 
shows positional and structural view of catalytic site 1eix-4, while fig-13, fig-14 and fig-15 shows catalytic site 1get-0cx in detail. 
Atomic composition of given sequence revealed that the total number of atoms present was 4504 where 1395  carbon, 2254  hydro-
gen, 386 nitrogen, 462 oxygen  and 7 sulphur were present, constructing chemical formula as C1395H2254N386O462S7.

Fig.1 Amino Acid composition of given protein sequence

The above diagram shows that protein, contains high concentration of Asparagine (N, 13.9%) and lysine (K, 13.1%). Asparagine 
might be responsible for alpha-helices structure, nitrogen transportation and capping hydrogen bond interaction, it also provide key 
site for N-linked glycosylation  which play crucial role in cell-cell interaction, cell-extracellular attachment and protein folding; while 
Lysine may play important role in salt-bridge to make protein more stable. Both amino acids play major role in affectation of central 
nervous system of vertebrates infected by Plasmodium species.

Fig.2 Protein secondary structure by HNN
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Fig.3 Diagrammatic representation of Secondary Structure Composition

Predicting secondary structure by HNN have showed that, more than half of this protein is random coil which in turn mean that 
monomer subunits are randomly arranged while still being bonded to adjacent unit.

Fig.4 The individual values of hydrophobicity for the 20 amino acids using the scale Hphob./Kyte&Doolittle.
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Fig.5 Prot scale output for hydrophobicity of given protein

Table 1. Propsearch result for submitted sequence

Rank ID DIST LEN2 POS1 POS2 pI DE

1 sp42_yeast   7.98 363    1 363  8.12 Spindle pole body component SPC42.

2   ste4_schpo 8.56 264 1 264 5.10 Sexual differentiation protein ste4.

3         ybm6_schpo   8.65   327    1 327  8.85 Hypothetical 38.1 kDa protein C582.06c in chromosome II.

4         yp9a_caeel   9.27   261 1 261  7.63 Hypothetical 30.4 kDa protein C28H8.10 in chromosome III.

5  ybb0_yeast   9.29   280 1  280  4.85 Hypothetical 32.6 kDa protein in SCT1-HIR1 intergenic region

In above table first column shows rank , the second column gives the SWISSPROT or PIR id, then the distance score followed 
by the length of the overlap between query and the subject, the positions of overlap, the calculated pI and the definition line for the 
found sequence. A distance score of below 8.7 indicates a 94% chance of similarity between the two proteins. 

Fig.7 Diagramatic representation of Solvent Accessibility

Fig.8 PEST region detail

Sequence was checked for PEST region, where one PEST 
motif was identified between 232 and 248 position which was of 
15 amino acid and show very poor score of -2.60.
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Fig.9 Heat map representation of given protein sequence

In heat map representation larger values were represented by small dark gray or black squares (pixels) and smaller values by 
lighter squares.

Fig.10 First five Catalytic site in given protein

Above figure showing first five highest scoring catalytic site detail, which can be used for further analysis.

Fig.11 Position of catalytic site 1eix-4

Fig.12 Showing catalytic site 1eix-4
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Fig.13 Position of catalytic site 1get-0cx Fig.14 Showing catalytic site 1get-0cx

               Fig.15 Close view of catalytic site 1get-0cx

4. Conclusion
Searching of protein sequence from large database, analysing its various physical  and chemical properties and identifying ac-

tive/catalytic site detail with three dimensional structure on the basis of their amino acid sequence is very interesting and challenging 
task for bioinformatists. Hydrophobicity was checked after confirming  atomic and amino acid composition details: revealed that it 
contain 1395 atom of carbon, 2254 atom of hydrogen, 462 atom of oxygen, 386 atom of nitrogen and sulphur in very small amount 
with 7 atom only- whereas amino acid composition detail showed us that it contain Asparagine [highest 13.9%]. The N-terminal 
of sequence considered was Methionine. Total number of negatively charged residues was 44 and positive residues were 42; while 
total number of atoms calculated was 4504. Solvent accessibility showed that exposed part is more than buried part in given protein 
sequence. Molecular mass of retrieved protein sequence was 32049.9 kdal and theoretical pI value at which this protein sequence car-
ries no net electrical charge was 6.08. A search was made based on its molecular mass and theoretical pI value using Propsearch tool 
wherein was found sp42_yeast protein with 94% similarity. Finally protein sequence was submitted to find its catalytic site based on 
above collected data and found 1eix_4 site with highest score 0.014 which further detail were visualized using Jmol software. Protein 
sequence was also submitted to be checked for relative volume occupied by aliphatic side chains (alanine, valine, isoleucine, and 
leucine) and found its Aliphatic Index value as 80.77.  The Instability Index (II) is computed to be 36.19 which classify the protein as 
stable. Hope that the work done above will be useful to know more about this Malaria spreading species of genus Plasmodium and 
will be helpful for new research worldwide on different aspects.  
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